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DECLARATION OF BICKA BARLOW

I Bicka Barlow do state and declare:

I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the State of California and I have been

retained to assist counsel for Bryan Kohberger in the above matter in the capacity ofDNA

consultant.

I have a B.S. from the University of California, Berkeley, in Genetics, and a M.S

from Cornell University in Developmental Genetics, with minors in Cellular Biology and

Plant Molecular Biology. I received my J .D. from the University of San Francisco, School

of Law. I began consulting on DNA cases as a law student in 1994. In 2004, I was hired

as the DNA attorney for the San Francisco Public Defender’s Office. Duringmy nine years

at the office, my practice was focused almost completely on DNA cases. In 2013, I left the

office and returned to consulting on DNA cases throughout the United States in both state

and federal courts and at all stages of litigation (See Attachment 1).

I have acted as DNA counsel or as a consultant on cases involving DNA evidence

in over 200 cases, including capital cases, in both trial and post-conviction proceedings

Additionally, I have been retained in three cases as a “Strickland” expert to assess the

performance of trial counsel as it related to DNA evidence. As DNA counsel I have

reviewed case files for DNA evidence from many labs throughout California and the

United States, including the California Department of Justice, SERI, Forensic Analytical.

Bode, Orchid Cellmark, the FBI, the St. Charles, MO, Police Department Crime Lab,

Contra Costa County Police Crime Lab, San Francisco Police Department Crime Lab
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Sacramento County District Attorney Crime Lab, Oakland Police Crime Lab, Santa Clara

County District Attorney Crime Lab, the Arizona Department ofPublic Safety lab, and the

Phoenix Police Department Lab.

I regularly communicate with attorneys and experts who specialize in DNA

evidence. I also regularly train attorneys in the area ofDNA evidence.

I was requested by counsel in this case to assist in determining the scope of DNA

discovery necessary for defending this case, including any genetic genealogy that was used

Part of this assignment was to identify potential expert witness and legal issues that might

arise from the use ofgenetic genealogy in particular. Because I have been retained on other

cases involving genetic genealogy I am aware of the methods used and the type ofmaterial

that is and has been made available in criminal cases. In order to assist counsel in this and

other cases, I have reviewed a multitude of materials, including peer-reviewed articles.

magazine and newspaper articles and motions submitted in other cases. I have also

interviewed numerous expert witness in order to identify potential areas of interest to the

defense.

I have reviewed the material provided to the Defense in this case regarding the DNA

testing done as well as numerous news articles regarding this case and the govemment’s

Motion for Protective Order, filed on June 16, 2023.

I am informed and believe via news reports, that in this case Mr. Kohberger was

initially identified as a possible suspect via a new methodology called investigative or

forensic genetic genealogy (hereinafter IGG).
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Genealogy Testing and Database Searches

I am familiar with the methods used to conduct IGG searches in criminal cases. ]

have been retained in other jurisdictions on cases involving this type of search and have

received and reviewed reports generated by the private company that conducted both the

testing itself and the construction of the family tree that lead to the identification of the

defendant in those matters.

Based on my review of that material, I am informed and believe that the use of these

databases does not necessarily lead to a single individual as a potential suspect. The testing

conducted by the private lab is different in nature from the testing done by forensic labs

The private labs do not generate a “profile” in the same way that forensic labs do and there

cannot be a direct comparison between the data obtained in this case by the Idaho State

Police Crime (ISP) lab and the private lab. The ISP lab had conducted what is typically

called STR based testing which results in a profile that can be uploaded to the state and

federal CODIS databases. IGG labs use a different technology Where individual SNPS

(single nucleotide polymorphisms) are sequenced. The SNP and STR data cannot be

directly compared.

Once the IGG lab completes its testing, the SNP data is uploaded to a genetic

genealogy database that contains similar data from other individuals. One such database

is GEDMatch (GEDMatch has recently been acquired by Verogen Labs,

https://verogen.com/a-message-to-verogen—customers-about-the-gedmatch-partnership/).

DECLARATION OF BICKA BARLOW 3
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I am aware ofonly one other website that allows law enforcement searches. Most websites

such as 23andMe, do not allow use of their data by law enforcement and are used by most

people for ancestry research.

Data is compared within that database and possible relatives are identified. The

determination of who is or is not a relative is subjective and based on the length ofDNA

shared between two individuals. The comparisons in such a database do not yield an

identification of someone identical the uploaded SNP data; rather it would identify possible

relatives who might be in the database.

Once a putative relative has been identified, a family tree is created, working

backwards to grandparents and possible great-great-grandparents. The family tree is then

build down. The construction of these family trees is highly subjective and is based on the

use of public records such as marriage and birth certificates. Difficulties with tracing a

family tree may arise when there are events that sever a relationship, such as an out of

wedlock birth, name change, or adoption.

In some instances, contacting individuals for further family information such as

noted above. This process leads to a pool of individuals rather than one specific individual

I am also aware via news reports in the Golden State Killer case, that multiple

individuals are often identified and must be eliminated in order to find the potential suspect

As described in the Washington Post, the technique leads to a pool of relatives not to a

single individual. (https://\n\W.washingtonpost.com/local/public-safetv/to-find-alleged«

golden-state-killer—investigators-first-found-his-great—great-great—
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grandparents/2018/04/30/3c865fe7-dfcc-4aOe-b6b2-0bec548d501f st0r\'.html, last visited

6/20/2023). This same issue has come up in other cases where more than one individual

was identified and subject to investigation (https://abc.com/shows/the-genetic-detective

last visited 6/20/2023).

In the episode from The Genetic Detective show, “Who Killed Angie Dodge?’

(https://abc.com/shows/the-genetic-detective/episode—guide/season-O1/03-who-killed-

angie-dodge, last visited 6/20/2023), at least one relative of the defendant in that case, was

investigated and ruled out. Further complicating the Dodge case was the fact that the

defendant in that case had been born after his parents divorce and adopted by his step~

father.

In addition, there has been a history of misuse of these IGG databases by law

enforcement.‘ Abuses by law enforcement of the GEDMatch resulted in users opting out

of the use of their DNA data by law enforcement. The abuses and protests by users led

GEDMatch to change their database so that users had to opt in for law enforcement use

Another database that allows law enforcement searches, FamilyTreeDNA, automatically

opts users into law enforcement searches. An example of other abuses of this technology.

a Florida police officer obtained a warrant for the entire GEDMatch database despite users

' Video history regarding law enforcement use ofGEDMatch.
httpsz/mwwvoutube.com/‘watcli‘?v=FiiKfrulvcE (last vistied 6/21/23)
DECLARAHON 0F BICKA BARLow 5
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choice to opt out of law enforcement searches? Recently the state ofMaryland passed a

statute regulating the use of IGG searches, requiring court approval at many stages of the

process.3

But [I]GG has generated concern, not just acclaim. In early 2019,
FamilyTreeDNA faced criticism after the public (and site users)
learned that the company had secretly been working with the US
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) for nearly a year to conduct
[I]GG searches. GEDmatch similarly faced reproach after it secretly
permitted law enforcement to search its database to investigate a
crime outside the scope of the site’s stated list of offenses. In
response, both sites unilaterally altered their terms of service and
privacy policies to explicitly embrace their challenged conduct (3).
But even after those efforts sites have come under attack for violating
their own policies, quietly changing their settings, and even failing
to delete material as promised.4

In some cases, both law enforcement and the genealogists that they have employed.

have engage in “deceptive” practices, tricking family members, surreptitiously gathering

genetic material from nonsupsect family members, or simply uploading an evidentiary

profile to a database that does not allow law enforcement searches5

It is imperative to the defense in this case to know howMr. Kohberger was identified

and who else in his family tree might have been identified as a subject of investigation

2 https://www.technologyreview.com/20 l 9/1 1/06/132047/a-detective-has-been-

given-access—to-private—consumer-dna-data-for—the-first-time/ (last visited 6/21/23).
3 Ram, et al., Regulating forensic genetic genealogy, (202]) Science Vol. 373,

1444—1446.
4 1d.
5 Id.
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While in the Dodge case, another relative was ruled out, it is unknown to the defense in

this case, whether every lead or possible suspect was further investigated and ruled out by

genetic testing. Because the family trees generated by these genealogy searches often

identify distant relatives through great or great-great grandparents, a person may be

completely unaware of the relatives in the genetic genealogy searches and unable to

conduct an independent investigation of possible third party suspects. It is not possible for

any defendant to investigate family relatives who are unknown to him andmay in fact have

been in the area of the crime. This material clearly is Brady material in that it would

provide investigative leads that are otherwise unavailable to Mr. Kohberger.

IGG cases and similarities to CODIS (DNA database searches)

In my opinion as an attorney who specializes in DNA cases and who has seen both

cold hit cases and IGG cases, the IGG database search results raise the same type oi

questions and areas of investigation that a cold hit case6 would.

o First, as noted above, who else was included in the pool of putative relatives in the

first instance in the IGG database.

o Second, once the IGG search was completed, who in the pool of identified putative

suspects, were ruled out by further investigation. For the defense team, how many

66 A cold hit case is a case in which no suspect had been identified and a DNA
profile from evidence was created using standard STR based testing. This DNA profile is then

uploaded to a state CODIS (convicted offender) database and the data base is searched for a

matching profile from an offender.
DECLARATION or BICKA BARLow 7
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others were investigated and what caused law enforcement to focus on Mr

Kohberger is key to possible investigation and third party suspects.

o Third, and in many ways, most importantly, how does the search of a large database

impact the statistical analysis of the comparison by the state lab using standard STR

methods? As with cold hit cases, it is now well recognized that the statical analysis

of a comparison of standard STR profiles is impacted by a phenomenom called

ascertainment bias.

In the case of cold hits, initially, courts did not allow the fact of a cold hit as well as its

associated statistical, the Database Match Probability (DMP), as evidence for reasons

similar to those presented by the government in this case (Erin Murphy, INSIDE THE CELL

2015, at 106-119, see Attachment 2). However, it is now is now accepted that in a cold hit

case, the DMP is generally accepted and can be calculated by crime labs. The best

illustration of this can be found in U.S. v. Jenkins, 887 A.2d 1013, 1023 (D.C. Court of

App., 2005):

Database match probability accurately expresses the probability of
obtaining a cold hit from a search of a particular database. Balding—
Donnelly accurately expresses the probability that the person
identified through the cold hit is the actual source of the DNA in light
of the fact that a known quantity of potential suspects was eliminated

through the database search

The government cites to a California trial court order in In re Michael Green, (Case #

PDL202000007, El Dorado County Superior Court) case, which relies heavily on People

v. Johnson, (2006) 139 Cal. App.4“‘ 1135, as support for the proposition that the IGG
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material need not be disclosed. In its argument that the IGG search is a mere “tip” and not

subject to discovery by the defense. The prosecution misreads Johnson. The issue in

Johnson was when the government seeks to admit the fact of the cold hit, should the court

require the government to also present the DMP, described above, rather than the standard

RMP7 statistic. (Id. at 1 144). In fact, in Johnson, the fact of the cold hit was admitted over

the defendant 's objection.

In People v. Turner (2020) 10 Cal.5‘h 786, the California Supreme Court confirmed

that the DMP statistic in a case in which a defendant is identified via a cold hit is relevant

and admissible and that

there is no controversy in the relevant scientific community as to the
accuracy of the various formulas. In other words, the math that
underlies the calculations is not being questioned. Each approach to

expressing significance of a cold hit DNA match accurately answers
the question it seeks to address. The rarity statistic accurately
expresses how rare a genetic profile is in a given society. Database
match probability accurately expresses the probability of obtaining a
cold hit from a search of a particular database. Bayesian analysis
accurately expresses the probability that the person identified through
the cold hit is the actual source of the DNA in light of the fact that a
known quantity of potential suspects was eliminated through the
database search.

7 In its Motion, the government misstates the statistical rarity of the comparison to
the DNA from the sheath (at pg 6) “the STR profile is at least 5.37 octillion times more likely to
be seen if Defendant is the source than if an unrelated individual randomly selected from the

general population is the source.” This reported statistic for this comparison is a Likelihood
Ratio, similar to a RMP, which compares two competing hypotheses. The govemment’s
statement is extremely misleading and is essentially the “Prosecutor’s Fallacy.” “The fallacy is
to say that [the probability] is also the probability that the DNA at the crime scene came from
someone other than the defendant. . . . It does not say that the odds that the suspect contributed
the evidence are 1,000: l .” National Research Council, THE EVALUATION OF FORENSIC DNA
EVIDENCE, I996, at pg 133.
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(Id. at 804-805).

I have spoken with a number of experts in the field who have expressed the opinion

that an IGG search can impact the statistical rarity of a profile in manner similar to a cold

hit search, meaning that the statistic that is generated by an analysis of a IGG search could

yield a relevant and admissible statistic.

In the case of a cold hit case, even a high RMP can yield a low DMP statistic

(INSIDE THE CELL, at 116-15). For instance an RMP of 1 in 1 million can yield a DMP of

l in 3, which means that while the profile is rare, the likelihood of getting a coincidental

match during the search of the database and selecting a person who matches but is not the

perpetrator, is high (Id. at 1 12). When this evidence is excluded, jurors wonder why and

how the defendant was identified. In one case, where the evidence of the search and the

DMP was excluded, jurors inquired of the trial court how he had been identified. (Id. at

1 l7). Failing to allow the defense access to the ability to investigate and potentially present

evidence about the “tip” that the government intends to exclude could lead to ajury being

actively mislead by the strength of the government’s evidence as it relates to the DNA on

the sheath.

The government’s arguments are similar to those that were eventually discarded by

the court’s when they recognized that the search of a database can be considered as relevant

evidence.

Research in the area of the impact of an IGG search on the statistical weight of a

DNA comparison, using standard STR DNA profiles, is ongoing. The ascertainment bias
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is accounted for using CODIS and standard STR testing by use of the DMP statistic, The

DMP helps a jury understand the likely of a coincidental match when a database is’searched

which is different that the simple rarity of the profile expressed with an RMP. Without

access to the results of the search, including how the first putative relative was identified.

how many profiles were in the databases searched, which databases were searched and how

the family tree was constructed along with family tree itself, Mr. Kohberger has no means

to address possible significant issues with the govemment’s evidence.

Item 4.2: Match Detail Reports and long-form Candidate Match Reports for the

hit(s) including partial hits and hits that are dispositioned to be nonmatching (even

if the laboratory has dispositioned a profile as a hit).

From the discovery in this case, it appears that at least three, and possibly four

profiles were uploaded to the CODIS database prior to Mr. Kohberger being charged.

Mr. Kohberger has requested the discovery of these uploads and any resulting hits

or candidate matches to these unknown male profile, even if the lab has dispositioned them

as non-candidate matches

When a profile is uploaded to the CODIS database, it is searched continuously

against the database of convicted offenders and arrestees maintained by the state, generally

on a weekly basis. This ensures that as new individuals are added to the database, they

will “hit” on evidence sample profiles is they are deemed a “match.” These “candidates’

are then forwarded directly to the lab that uploaded the evidence profile for further

evaluation. The lab will then determine if the individual candidate is a “candidate match"
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or non-match. The lab then dispositions the individual in the database as a “candidate

match” or non—match. All that the lab sees ofthe candidates is an anonymizedDNA profile

The disposition of a “candidate match” triggers the state to then provide the identity of that

individual to the lab for further investigation.

In the last 10 years ofmy practice, I have encountered a number of cases in which

a database search has resulted in more than one candidate and in which, upon court order,

the anonymous profiles of the other “non-matching” profiles have been provided to the

defense under court order. The number of “non-matching” profiles varies from case to

case and include one case in Santa Clara County, People v George Shirakawa, case no

213265 and one case in San Francisco County, People v. Hernandez, case no: 12015380

The Hernandez case is illustrative of the subjective nature of the interpretation. In

Hernandez, the lab uploaded multiple interpretations of a mixed sample to the state

database. One interpretation returned 5 candidates, and the second returned 28 candidates

(including the defendant). In Hernandez, the lab opined that two of the candidates could

not be excluded as a source while a defense expert reached a different opinion that 15 oi

the candidates could not be excluded. The lab in the Hernandez case provided to the

defendant the profiles of the 5 and 28 individuals from the CODIS search. This information

was presented at trial in order to impeach the interpretation of the work done by the lab and

to undermine the idea that a “match” by a lab is an actual identification of a single

individual (see People v Hernandez, Al44628,

https:.//\\\vw.courts.ca.gov/opinions/nonpub/A144628M.PDF, last visited 6/20/23).
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The fact of this match made by the CODIS system is considered Brady material

because it provides possible avenues of investigation of other suspects in the case. Given

the subjective nature ofmixture interpretation, it is reasonable to believe that other experts

might disagree with whom actually is the candidate. And in this case, in which the profile

at issue is ambiguous and partial, other suspects are an important area of investigation.

Item 11: Unexpected Results and corrective actions

Laboratories are required under accreditation standards to maintain logs ofwhat are

called corrective actions or unexpected results along with root cause analysis documents

for specific types of incidents encountered in labs. These logs are an important measure of

how the test methods are performing in the lab and also can be an indication of ongoing

systemic issues as well as analyst specific issues, both of which may be relevant to the

testing in this case. The San Francisco Crime Lab routinely produces their entire log to the

Office of the District Attorney as Brady material and this document is distributed to the

defense bar. The last iteration of this document was over 100 pages.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct, and that

those matters stated upon information and belief are true to the best ofmy knowledge.

Executed at San Francisco, California on June 22, 2020

Bicka Barlow
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National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers
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Attorney and Forensic Consultant, San Francisco March 2013-present
Private practice with an emphasis on serious felony and homicide cases involving forensic evidence with an
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conducting pretrial hearings on DNA evidence, and cross examination of trial experts as well as preparation and

presentation of defense experts on DNA evidence

Deputy Public Defender, San Francisco August 2004 -March 2013
DNA attorney for Public Defender’s Office. Duties include consultation with lead counsel on serious felony
cases involving DNA evidence, conducting pretrial hearings on DNA evidence, and cross examination of trial
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Researched and wrote motion for discovery ofDNA evidence for a capital case. Researched state law and
scientific issues for a motion to suppress DNA evidence in a capital case.

FederalDistrict Courtfor the Northern District ofCalifornia, San Francisco, CA
Legal Extern, The Honorable Judge Eugene Lynch September - December 1994
Researched and wrote orders on 42 U.S.C. § I983 civil rights claims and habeas corpus writs. Reviewed
and orally briefed judge on civil matters.

Law Offices ofCarmen Gutierrez, Anchorage AK July - August 1994
Researched and wrote motion to suppress DNA evidence in a criminal trial; interviewed DNA experts; and
prepared trial attorney for direct and cross-examination of expert witnesses.

Alaska Office ofPublic Advocacy, Anchorage, AK
Intern, Supervising Attorney Leslie Hiebert June - August 1994

Represented misdemeanor clients in hearings for bail, change ofplea, sentencing, and revocation of
probation; wrote motions and appeals; and interviewed clients. Advisor on DNA evidence in homicide
trial; coordinated DNA testing and data interpretation; and prepared supervising attorney for direct and
cross-examination of expert witnesses.

University ofSan Francisco, School ofLaw, San Francisco, CA June - August 1993
Research Assistant, Steve Shatz.
Researched burglary statutes and case law from all fifty states in order to compare the elements of burglary
and the proportionality of sentencing to California law.

OTHER EXPERIENCE

[CF Kaiser Engineers, San Francisco, CA
Environmental Associate January 1990 - August 1992, June - August 1993

Managed group of engineers and geologist responsible for conducting over 100 environmental assessments
of hazardous waste sites for the EPA. Duties included preparation of over 20 site assessment reports
requiring government agency record searches, field sampling, and data evaluation.

Cornell University, Ithaca, NY
Graduate Research, McKnight Fellow August I985 - September 1989

Independent research using DNA and protein chemistry methods. Presented departmental seminars on

original research.
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CHAPTER 7
M

Dangers
of the Database:

Cold Hits and
Coincidenta] Matches

IN 2001, STATES had just begun
to make major inroads in con

-

DNA from known offenders and storing the profiles in DNA databases

Kathryn Troyer worked
as an analyst in the DNA unit ofArizom’s We.

crime laboratory. At work one day, she received notice of
SOmcthing

interesting.‘ Two seemingly unrelated individuals-—one white and 0m

black—shared the same two markers at nine of the thirteen places in the

standard DNA profile. Indeed, they
also shared one market at the re-

maining four places—of twenty—six possible genetic differences, theyhad

twenty-two in common. Yet that nine-locus genetic profile should have

been exceedingly rare. According to the standard mans of computing

the randommatch probability, ifyou plucked a non—Hispanicwhite pct-

son at random from the population, there would
be only a r in 754 mil'

lion chance offinding that profile. For African Americans, the number

"‘5 I in 551 billion, and for Southwest Hispanics, r in 113 trillion.’
And

.Yflhflc,
in a database ofjust 65,493 people, it was appwing

MM
“1 Pwple ofdifferent races.

Impound);
it that time, one of the most popular testing kits

{or

{2:251ISBNA
”31m Same

in two parts—a nine‘loctls
kit

331:3;

sis took u Balm“:
the

kits
were expensive and conductmg Dbl m

P a_ or of lab time, many analysts did not bother 91”“
a

dMtCCn-lOCUS Prolile in every case. Instead, they routinely did only
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.=~" , convictions' Analysts
also routinely wrote in their reports,

lgdantsod under oath. that
nine- and ten-locus matches were highlyW d rarely seen.‘

For instance, Harvard professor Frederick Bie-

E
A.

1 Champion of aggressive programs of forensic DNA typing,a! Y
e criminal case that he had only seen a nine—locus match

wed m 0“
eoPlC Once, and that was in a case ofbrothers.’

‘ f . we: a}, the prosp€Ct that such
matches were in fact not uncom-

$ch and two ofher colleagues wrote up
a
quick summary oftheir

SEE", an(I submitted the results to amajor international conference on

(3,; in ,6 Her observations came to the attention ofBicka
"1&5“ DNA WP g

_ . .

23.? a public
defender 111 San Francrsco. Barlow, a passionate attorney

goth a master’s degree in genetics along with her law degree, took

gob. te intCICSt' As it happened, she was in the midst of defending a%man, John Puckett, accused of a rape and murder from thirty

x3171: nurse Diana Sylvester was found naked near her Christmas

333511: had been sexually assaulted and fatally stabbed. Police had col-

:i‘ggafomic evidence, butDNA typingwas still decades away. The use

g‘t‘Tbpcn
until, over thirty years later, investigators dusted off the badly

r: "

edDNA samples and tested them, running the results through the

database. A partial match linked then seventy-year—old, wheelchair-

gum! John Puckett to the only testable evidence in the use—sperm
fifind on the body that showed reliable results at just five and a half loci,

Fahd possible results at another one and a half places. On the basis of this
‘ich, prosecutors charged Puckett with murder.7

‘ffiBarlow promptly contacted Troyer for more information, but Todd

‘Sififlith, the head of the lab, intervened and denied her request. Shut out,

(Bgdow sought a subpoena from an Arizona court to compel the lab to

gaudose its findings. Barlow called Troyer to testify at a hearing to decideW“ to grant the request. Troyer testified that she had found not just

as

.z:

: matching nine-locus pair, but ninety such paired matches.When the

‘i .- °Etred no explanation for why I in 1 trillion events were happening
Y in the Arizona database, the judge granted the subpoena. The

1",“; 3150 included a directive to the lab to conduct a full search of the" '_°E°nd€r database and report back all matching pairs.
."rfi “matdY: that report showed that there were actually quite a large

er °fd1€8€ pairwise matches. TheArizona database had only 65,493
$511M

3’1
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mswemt can,

.
it. each identified by the two rum-km at .

graffiti; his orher supposedDNA Profile. Yet 122 sets ocfm
plac“

that.

the same genetic
markers at 9 places oftl'tc 13, twenty airs [ample sham

P1305,
one pairmatched at 11 places, and One pair

matChed :Ched
Only the II- and Iz-loeus

matches were confirmed Siblings I t2 Plat“.
assuming that you have a fairly umque ldcnfific“8uch £13 “to
digits that represent birthday,

bank account, and soci31 “011i men‘hix
all combined tOgethcr—Ol‘ll)’ to learn that a signifi 9’

“limbs,
Pie

Cant n
Shin [1105‘ Of those I'll-1mm, and in [he samC ordcr, as yl'longbclr

0f

As news 01: (hm unexpecrcd pairings swept the nation laother cities pressed for similar searches. After all, if there Wet
“'Yets in

wise nine-locus matches in a roughly 65:000-pcrson sized dancbu
Plir.

many such matches might be found in the n
mmion‘PCrson ase,'h°w

database? A back—oilthe-envelope mlculariOn Suggested the fi
narrow

be as high as 20,000. But rather than embrace the
inquiry, 31:28{actively instituted a crackdown. Officials filled Troyer’s results “in:

leading- and “meaninglcss,” and moved to suppress her findings?FBI also uwd its power as the guardian of the national dam)”c {0.1)

e

stares into refusing to c0nducr similar studies in their own (13,31,356 Fugleaders reprimanded the Arizona lab, claiming that
disclosing the "gm,“violated its agreement with the FBI. They fiuther threatened to cut ofacute to the national database to any lab that

independently condUCtedtheir own such studies, although there was evidence that the thatwintended to scare judges more than lab officials.”
Whywere TIOYCI’S findings so explosive? The answer turns half” an

understanding ofmath, and halfon an understanding of law. And as is so
often the use with forensic evidence, the gap between those two worlds
proved critical.

W
At the time ofTroyer’s findings, state and national DNA databases had
Started to blossom. In the earlydays ofDNA testing, most people thoughtofit as a tool to confirm the identity ofa person that police had identlfled3‘ 1 “15W in a crime. But it was on the brink of becoming 50mm
much more Significant. The idea of “big data”—the use ofvast nctWOd“

Ofcomputm to Chum unprecedented amounts of infoflmdm‘"was onthe cusp °f “king off. For instance, although law enforcement ‘8‘“‘15

J
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THE CELL ‘110 l
INSIDE

people
or places

that
iniulpate

a

aparticular individual,
In 0 e

match in the DNA data ase an
ways .e p aced m

cOntext .r ““4.
of the evidence.

SUCh 35
corrob'O

ratingWitness
idi'nltificatio

With a

ofmissing items. Even a “"3“?“ record Of behaVlOr sim

leged, while
not always admrssrble in court, mightmug:

that the DNA match is purely corncrdental.

But some cold hit cases my cold. Despite invesfigativc
to no additional evidence may link a suspect to the crime cgons‘ link
the mere facr of a match does not conclusively pm“: that thr Whip,
committed the crime. A DNA match between the sus ect

e
““Pen

mate swabbing from a rape kit may appm fairly Clear cut
and an inti-

few innocent explanations for the presence of the susp¢cfs 1’):
other uses the evidence may be more Mbiguous, Such as a DNA

But in

to a sample taken from a half-smoked cigarette at the Scene, whiz;mink
have been left by the perpetrator or by an innocent bYStandcr

Prosecutors proceed in both kinds of cases, nor just those in .

DNA is part of a constellation of evidence against the defendmnm
have proved willing to press for conviction based on the DNA “3::
alone, even in the absence of confirmatory evidence. 0, they have;
fined “confirmatol-y” evidence in anemic terms—suCh the suspect’s

.

.

the right age or gender. Even a prior record may be misleading; after all,
virtually every person in the DNA database will have a prior record of
some kind. In short, DNA databases raise the stakes of DNA t

'

They may change what would otherwise be confirmatory evidence in“,
the sole inculparory evidence in a use. They create what are in effect one

witness cases—and one genetic witness at that."
In such cases, findings like Troyer's—and the uncertainty they engen-

der and which Started a national debate among mathematicians, lawyers,
and forensic scientists—become indisputably important. The heart ofthe

explanation for Troyer’s matches lies in a mathematical parable known as

the birthday problem. The lesson goes something like this: How many

people must there be in a group before there is just over a 5° Want
chance that two people in that group will have the same birrhda ”0'
example, the probability that a person’s birthday is March 18 is I in 355' '5

the": are 365 days in the yw (excluding the complication of a
lap-y:

bird‘d‘Yl- Yet that is different from asking whether, in a group 0f
Wig

my “W P¢°Pl¢ Sham any one of those 365 possible birthdiif-
R“

(hm k“? one side of the equation “fixed” (March 18): this inquUY opens

C
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ides of the equation to chance—any single birthday as held by
up both s

as Crunching the numbers, it turns out that it takes only0
Y :31): peoplc before it is more likely than not that two share the

. d .
511“c b13526!“ between asking “Does anyone in the database match

'Thlfdcncc?” versus “Does anyone
in the database match anyone else?”

tinsel" why some forensic experts dismissed the Arizona findings as

“plains
cued and inconsequential. A sophisticated understanding of

bath
”Pasties would have led anyone to expect some number ofshared

"land; “:5 airs in the database. But a sophisticated appreciation of
"1.“: 0; “i5 practice explains why Troyer’s findings

took criminal justice
mmm

'se. Police, prosecutors, testifying lab analysts, and even
b surpfl

act“(:sdeiense attorneys found it hard to believe, even infuriating, that

fine—locus matches were likely to be common in a large databases. Cases

routinely proceeded on the basis of only a
nine-locus database match,

even without other clearly condemning ev1dcnce, because such matches

Wmated by lawyers and courts alike as conclusive proofofguilt.
Troyer’s findings also rekindled

the debate about the accuracyofDNA

statiStiCS: and led to a public call to allow qualified researchers access to

the DNA database to test the validity of the assumptions of indepen—
dence underlying match statistics. Over forty scientists and academics

signed onto a letter published in Science magazine, calling for a range
of “real-world tests of propositions that previously have been addressed

only by simulation.”” Granting such access was entirely in keeping with
both law and practice: the law creating the national database specifically
includes a provision for access if “personally identifiable information is

removed, for a population statistics database, for identification research
and protocol development purposes, or for quality control purposes.”
And in fact the FBI has granted that access to researchers aligned with
its interests." But given possible adverse findings, the FBI shut down all
outside inquiries.

Instead, the FBI claimed that the database was not representative of
the general national population—it contained too many close relatives
at one extreme, and wildly divergent population groups at the other ex-
treme. As leading scientists at the FBI wrote, “[o]bserved departures from
“muons will occur using these databases?" Accordingly, they as-

:‘d that “9-. 10-, II- and Iz-locus (out of13 loci) matching profiles have
n ObSCWCd- are expected, and do not call into question the reliability

we“

[C
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ofstatistiml practices,"
No effort was made

to CXplain the

of such expected dcparttlrfis.
nor square therr exiStcnce Wi

or d

ofgenerating
match Statisticsthat presume greater randomn

e
pramcc

Intriguing)” one population geneticrSt tried to
reverse_:ss'.

Arizona findings, using the staustrcal practices that w°uld bugtnccr “It

in the ordinary criminal case to see whether they Squared Withemplokd
number of matches found in Arizona. Using models that

the
largt

presence
of siblings and different SUprpulation gfOUps, beagsumt

aw“, for the best models, the probability of the Admin 0boun I

is only 9%Iz%n__that is, a very narrow set of conditiom :Watio
for what was seen in Arizona to comport with how match Sta

“5‘ ho

routinely computed.” Without knowing ifArizona’s matChes :Stm
a], researchers cannOt be sure whether “modification of the urn? ..
probability models may be required.” "hing

Instead of vrewmg the
Arizona matches’as

an
Opportunity to “fin:

and improve on the criminal )usnce systems use ofDNA Widen“ the
government chose insread to try to bury any data at odds with its iht
est. Indeed, that is what happened next in John Puckett's specific ca:
The prosecutor proposed to tell the jury the random match

PTObability
which was calculated as I in 1.1 million." Partly in light of the Arizon;
findings, Barlow pressed the court to allow her to present to the juryan
alternative match statistic computed in her case to be r in 3. That statistic,
commonly referred to as the database match probability, or DMP, aims

to discount the impact of the match by factoring in the (fleet of a search

in the database. In other words, it tries to account statistically for the

difference between a truly random match, and a match made among a

finite pool of candidates. Barlow did not invent the DMP; rather, it was
put forward as the proper method by a blue-ribbon panel of experts in

what is considered the single most authoritative report on DNA evidence

in criminal cases.”
The government contends that the database match statistic is 1113'

leading, because it artificially deflates the match statistic based on the

size of the database searched, and does not account for the many “7‘
in which a coincidental cold hit may be undermined—such as a maid“

failing I0 Square with the suspect in terms of sex, age, or geography} But
it is P°$$ible to take such information into account. And baides. {I

‘5

“I;
clear whether narrowing those demographics could unfairly inc'mum
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_ of innocent individuals.
Most crime is committed bymen,Within

, min defined age range, and close to home. Ifsex, age, and geography
a
ccthc way in which

we differentiate a true match from a false one, those

are. aeristics may in many cases provide little safeguard against wrong-

lid accusation-

Aniazinglfi these two approaches were not the only ways of repre-

dng the statistical significance of Puckett’s match.” Another method,

,Scictimcs mflcd the Balding-Donnelly approach, after its major pro—

so as treated a scarch in a database as especially informative, because
Po

[.1631c
,match 2150 constituted an exclusion of all the other persons in

amdaubase." For instance, if a scarch in the II million—person national at

iiabase returns amatch to only one individual, it signifies that attempts

tomatch everyone else in the database failed. The net result an be a sta— 1

3'

fistic even more inculpatory than would be obtained by using either the 10
l

'

match or random match methods.

l, _ Finally, still another approach—and probably the one most helpful

to the jury—would have asked, “Of all the men who lived in the met- I!

aropolitan arca at the time of the killing, and who were the right age to

shave committed the offense, how many would likely match the crime

some evidence?” This approach, nicknamed the n*p statistic by one of
2.15 proponents, helps “place[] the match probability p in perspective.””

In Puckett's case, the result ofsuch calculation was that at lcast two other
'

people living in the area at that time matched the evidence."
4 Each of these statistics generates very diEerent interpretations of the

significance of the match. Yet all are legitimate in one way or another,
and there remains a lack of consensus as to which one deserves priority
within the criminal justice system.A group of twenty-five renowned stat-

‘

iisticians signed a joint letter stating they could all agree that the fact that

L «Via match was made through a database carried statistical meaning, even
l

While acknowledging that they could not agree on a single method to

:Qiexpress the significance of that match. Defense lawyers have argued that w

,

Ellis disagreement among experts, and the vastly different picture painted
‘

.

'bYVHying approaches, require courts to reject database match cases alto—
!

’

" Seth“. Alternatively, they have sought additional confirming testing, or j

at the very least, presentation of conflicting statistics.
1

"
‘ Yet courts have rejected their entrcatics, for understandable rcasons.

\

Thmwwg out database cases too quickly disregards the value of cases
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that are made through a database match. At the Same tim .

conflict paints an unfair picture of unifomfity. and risks
e,

ignofingdk
meaning of the match. Although presenting a bunch of remains “k
tics may leave jurors

in the awkward position of
having to

liferent
“nit

themselves a debate that even experienced statisficians
rCSoIVe

may be the beat solution to an otherwise intractable Prob]
0t

decide,it
As databases grow, and cold—hit searches mnfinue, (hL3:111.

come increasingly important. The determination by the FBI t questions g.
thirteen-locus CODIS standard to a “”‘nW'PlUS-locus COglgnove From;

animated in part by recognition that adventitious hits maymafia
.

After all, largeUS databases continue to expand. A 2014 rape“ b
already.

a

pan Network ofForensic Science Institutes (ENFSI) spelled it :Ehc
Euro

language: “[315 DNA-databases become larger, the Chance offind:
In

Plain

titious matches also increases, especiallyWith partial and mixed Pmiiladm
DNA-profiles ofrelatives,which have higher random match probabiliéa:
The report gives the example of a DNA profile that has a random

DCS.

probability of 1 in 1 million. The main result of searching such a prong?. . . u n
a 3 nullion-person database 15 three matches and none of them maybe
the actual originator of the crime stain DNA-profile.” ENFSI, which six:
its inception has paid careful attention to the adventitious or coincided
match problem, recommends that “every DNA-databasemanager. _ . dew
mine the chance offinding adventitious matches in his/her database,”

To facilitate that process, ENFSI even provides a table of the likeli.

hood ofa coincidental match in a particular size database, given a partic-
ular profile’s random match probability, though with the caveat that the

calculation is complicated by the fact that far more than one crime scene

profile is searched against the database each year. That is, the estimate

must take into account am just the result of a single search of a profile

against a large database, but a large number of searches against a large

number ofprofiles in the database. For inStance, as depicted in Table
7:1.

ENFSI provides an estimate of the expected number of coincidental h!“

when roughly 70,000 crime scene profiles of differing random mfid‘

probability values are compared to a database with 4 million known P‘"
sons (roughly a third the size of the national database).27

I“ light of these findings, ENFSI’s recommendation is twofold.
1::

“‘km‘V'Cdsing the risk ofadventitious matcheswhenever DNAdata
matches are found, it counsels:

can"
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Ex ted number of adventitious matches when searching a DNA database of

imn7§ize
with a DNA profile with a given random match probability.

3 wea:
RMP crime-related Number of Expected number

V DNA stain searches of adventitious
muse matches
“2° 1 : 10.000.000.000 50.000 20

1 :1.000.000.000 10.000 40

, 1 : 100.000.000 5000 200
4,000.000

1 :1o.000.000 3000 1200

1 : 1.000.000 2000 0000

M 70.000

' 'T . Reprinted with permission from ENFSI DNA Working Group, DNA—Database Management: Review and

WWW” (April 2014), 31, Table 6.

TAE

DNA-databases contain large numbers of DNA-profiles of known
.

rsons and of bi010gical traces related to unsolved crimes. When

the number of DNA-profiles in a DNA-database increases, so does

5 the chance of getting an adventitious match with a person who is not

the actual donor of the trace. This is especially true for partial-DNA

k' profiles and mixed-DNA profiles because the chance that they would

match with a randomly chosen person is grcatct than the chance that

a full single DNA-profile would match a randomly-chosen person.
'

' If there are doubts if the matching person is the donor of the trace,

for instance because there is no other tactical or technical evidence

. which links the person to the crime, the possibility to do additional

0 DNA-testing can be considered. This point of attention particularly

applies to matches which are found as a result of . . . large scale . . .

:7

= DNA-profile comparisons.”

7
3

. Second, ENFSI recommends that managers ofDNA databases keep a
"record of the number ofadventitious matches, alongwith the “conditions

"
under which they were found (size of the database, number of searches,
etc.) for future analysis.” ENFSI further advises “a warning should be

‘

'_j included . . . when reporting a DNA database match.” In contrast, here
in the United States neither SWGDAM nor the NDIS operational man-
lull—the FBI’s DNA guidance documents—discuss the problem, much

-1 less possibility, ofadventitious hits with any depth. The FBI's response to
the Issue continues to mirror its response to the revelation of the Arizona

. matChCS—to truncate any questioning.
in
55g.

t:‘ i
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In fact, the only “bad" cold hits that come to light are tho .

law enforcement seriously blunders. There
are no public statimSF

I"
which

many database
hits generate an Investigation that Stalls b°f°re tlh

on
how

is notified or arrested. Instead, what comes to PUblic mentio “usl‘tcr

in which the suspeCts are fortunate enough to have ifOnclad :1 l"? as“
firstmple ofsuch a mistake occurred in 2000 in the United Kljbls.

111‘

Using a six—locus match, police arresred a
forty-ninc'ycar-old

"g In.

the name of Raymond Easton for a burglary that occurred tw h
miles away. One account placed the rarity of that P'Ofilc as 1‘:

limited

lion.” Trouble was, Easron was severely disabled by late-stage P3137
mil.

disease, and thus was physically incapable ofCOmmitting thc trim
“5011's

ditional tesring eventually exonerated him.’o 6'M‘

A similar case occurred in the United States, when a Woman in Chi-
cago was arrested and charged with a burglary based on DNA Widen
found at the scene. Although the precise details have not been "lflseili:
seems that lab technicians communicated the match as a “hit” to Police
investigators. when in fact it was only a partial match. The error came m

light only after the woman offered an indisputable alibi: she had be“,
incarcerated on the day of the offense."

Finally, another burglary prosecution, this one in Ohio, perhaps me“

directly illustrated the dangers of allowing misunderstood DNA evidence

to overshadowwhat is known about a case. The owner of the homewrestled

with an invader—described as short, stout, and balding—and managed to

grab a few hairs From his head. A six-locus profile with a random match

probability of 1.6 million was entered into the DNA database, where it sat

for years until a newly loaded offender profile returned amatch to Stephen

Myers. Myers, a tall, slender man who would have been fifteen at the time

of the burglary and had no connection to the city, was indicted for the 05

fcnse. Investigatorswaved away the physical discrepancy by 00638 [hm ‘P’

parances change. Fortunately, the prosecutors assigned to the use been

to have second thoughts and ordered further testing. Those results Pm"ed

that Myers was not the burglar, and he was released from jail-'33“9”“
months' awaiting trial.’2 In other cases, false matches have been “Valfdly
the “P“PCMIOr’S” failing to match the right demographic chamacmw'
Whid‘ hmu)’ PmVidP-S strong reassurance that there are adequate

“f
against the rush to convicr based on a cold hit.” .

.
A5 f0” JOhn Puckett, Bicka Barlow took his case to trial. Ulu

O thers hard to knowwhether Puckett was guilty ofthe offenses or not.
it

mately. it
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nd no other evidence directly connected him to the crime. None’
fingerprints found at the scene matched him. At the time of

. cidcms the sole eyewitness’s description had caused police to focus
the

fl:iifferent man, but none of the original police investigators was able

'fy given the passage of time. That man had escaped from a mental

to tfsutidn just before the murder, and was suspecred in two different sex

.mstltllcs within a close radius of the victim’s apartment. A drop ofblood

{’53: man’s van had matched the victim, but when Barlow requested
m

cl, it wasmissing from the evidence file. That man had died
that it be teste

$6,,ch yws after the killing, so he could not be confronted.

On the other hand, Puckett was the right age, gender, and race, and

had been in the area at that time—all conditions that diminish the prob-

ability of coincidental match. He mostly matched the description given

by the sole eyewitness,
who unfortunately had never been shown Puckett’s

{Picture and had died before trial. The jury also heard from three women

whom Puckett had threatened with a weapon and sexually assaulted

around the same time—the convictions that had landed him in the da-

tabase. Was Puckett rightly snared by genetic technologies that did nor

even exist at the time ofhis offense? Or had police found a coincidental

database match, seen a record that fit, and just assumed itmust be him?
Thanks to the judge’s order, the jury heard only part of the story re-

onc ha

.ofthe many

ona

Voounted here. The court excluded all evidence of the alternative suspect.
Jurors were informed of the government’s probability statistic—that
there was a I in 1.1 million chance that a person picked at random would
match the crime scene DNA. They even heard another government ex-

pert claim that the right way to ealculate the statistic would have asked,
"How many individuals do I have to examine before finding one whose

,
DNA. . . would produce the profile seen” in the crime scene evidence?“
By that metric, the jury was again told, the relevant number was “about
I in 1.7 million."”

But although the jurywas told the random match probability, it never
heard that Puckett had been picked as a result of a nonrandom trawl

through a police database. The court excluded this evidence even after
the jury sent a note during deliberations, asking just how Puckett earne
‘0 be identified.” Thus the jurors were not equipped to contextualize
the random match probability information in the context of a database
MCh- Without that information, the jurors would likely not under-
I’md that a profile considered “rare”'—had other evidence pointed to

.
u.
’7

,
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the defendant—becomes less improbable When the defen '

through aW” i“ 3* la"5° DNA databm- In Short, if a Profile:
1‘
Mud

ity is I in Imillion. then the government should expect a match 3:?
i1.

for that profile in a I million-person database. The nature of
It]

tells us that the profile ought to appear, whether that Person “mm“
the crime or nor. com

'Ihe jurors also never heard about the Arizona matches, Or h
brought to life the fact that sharing alleles at nine loci is not line

°“’
tbs,

They did nor learn that, even using the 8°V€mment’s own Probalflmn
tistic, around forty Other people in California matched that Cri

119.5%

evidence; or that, according to the database match Statistic endmc
the bible of forensic DNA, the National RCSearch COUnci] r (fed
probability of a match in the database searched by the governctlle:

lb:

1 in 3. 'Ihey never learned that it was likely that two Other P¢°pl¢ it
Was

area also matched the same evidence. In the end, the jury ”Miami‘s;
Puckett was sentenced to life without parole.

Since Puckett’s ease, every major court that has considered the que
tion ofhow to treat match probabilities in a cold hit ease has rcjcmd d!
idm that eases should stall until the scholarly community determines d!
right approach.” However, most courts have also not taken the Opposite
tack—the one absurdly enforced by Puckett’s trial court—that only the

random match probability should be introduced. Instead, courts have

tended to treat the scientific validity of the statistic as a factual question
for juries to resolve—allowing both sides to present whichever statistics

they deem most favorable.
But a handful of misguided courts continue to unjustly cabin the

presentation ofmatch statistics. One court even went so far as to declare

that “the means by which a particular person comes to be suspected of!
crime . . . is irrelevant to . . . that person’s guilt or innocence?" Because

the Stupcct is tested again to make the match, the court reasoned. d“
second tcsr erases the effeCt of the database search. But in the words of

one scholar. the court's theory is “patently fallacious.”” The “We“!
that later searches replicate the match from the trawl is not teapot!”c '°

the concern that an initial trawl dilutes the probative value of the
mad“

ing DNA.” In other words, if you look in a database to find a
fldh“:and do in fact find one, it means little to confirm that the rcdhad fwn

does, in facr, have red hair. What matters is that you ‘30de a data’

base to find that characteristic. It’s the difference between ”king "bed!“

°°lu

produt
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a “(mad ifyou open a yearbook and point randomly or can

an entire graduating class.
.

blem of database match statistics also points to
something

fu Mentally wrong in the way in which forensic evidence is used
more n. mu justice system—that enthusiasm for technological solu-
by the

Cgmlcnduring question of “whodunit?” often outstrips the actual
dons to

fethc technology. As unsatisfying as it feels, there may be cascs

“pad-1011c absence ofother evidence inculpating the defendant coun-
in Win

'11:: giving undue credence to questionable evidence of a DNA
“15:33“, rather than admit that not all questions can be answered, the
m.“ -

.31 'ustice system tends to embrace flawed techniques and gloss over

“"3. ioncerns about their responsible implementation.
Unfortunately for John Puckett, therewill be no further testing in his

. ThereWill not even be vindication ofhis attorney’s position, which
later prevailed in the California courts, because Puckett died while his

wewas pending appcal. Besides, ofall the evidentiary samples that were

only one matched to him, and the test that was done consumed
the entirety of the sample. Puckett’s case exemplifies why simply retest-

ing the evidence, or testing more loci to achieve greater certainty about
identity, is often not fcasible. Old evidence makes for bad verification

“’11 pick
grid one in

The PIO

material.
The problem with cold hits is not likely to disappear. In fact, there is

rcason to believe that therewill only bemore, not fewer, such cases going
forward. The federal government has encouraged police departments to
reopen old unsolved cases and check for possible DNA evidence, and
Congress has allocated funds in support.“ Advocates for sexual assault
vicrims have pressed investigators to look through their troves of un-
tc3ted rape kits in search of possible evidence. These efforts should be
applauded, but they should also proceed with caution. New technologieshave vastly improved technicians’ ability to wren typcable results from
old and degraded samples, but those results are also often more contcst—
3516 than the profile glcaned from a high'quality, well-preserved stain.
. Nonetheless, matches will be made. In many cascs, no other man-
mgfill evidence will develop, and a jury or judge will be asked to decideWhether a probabilistic statement of guilt—which may be more or lcss
Convincmg, dcPCnding on how it is presented—alone is enough for a°°nVICtion.

at


